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8planning, monitoring, 
evaluation and communication

AIM

The Programme Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and Communication provides agricultural
news and information services, manages international relations, and facilitates skills develop-
ment as well as training for new and existing farmers.

PROGRAMME POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Apart from its management function the programme consists of four directorates:

• Agricultural Information Services provides agricultural information and communication services

• Education and Training facilitates the supply of appropriate human skills to meet the demand in the sector

• International Relations promotes and protects South African agricultural interests through facilitation, co-ordination
and support of bilateral and multilateral agreements

• Grootfontein Agricultural Development Institute provides for the training and development of new and existing
farmers. 

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW  

A departmental communication strategy was finalised and submitted to the Government Communication and Information
System (GCIS). Regular teleconference meetings were held with sector partners and the provincial communication heads to
supplement the agricultural communicators forum meetings. In this way communication was improved considerably. It
proved to be very valuable in running joint projects or campaigns such as the budget vote and Female Farmer Awards
event.   

During the year under review the programme focused on the administration and implementation of the external bursary
scheme. Bursaries were awarded to 76 students in the fields of agricultural engineering, viticulture, veterinary science and
food science and technology. An experiential internship programme was launched in 2003 and 96 interns were accepted.
Graduates have the opportunity to obtain experience of a working environment as part of government’s commitment
regarding the outcomes of the growth and development summit. 

South Africa hosted the 23rd session of the Food and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO’s) Africa regional conference at the
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg in March 2004. All African member states of the United Nations (UN) attend-
ed this regional ministerial level conference. The programme is also increasingly engaged in the strategic positioning of the
department in international and multilateral forums. The programme also co-ordinated the department’s engagement and
participation in NEPAD and the African Union’s processes.

As a result of the reduced momentum in implementing the development agenda of the World Trade Organisation (WTO),
pressure on and uncertainty in the agricultural sector have increased.

The current curriculum of the Grootfontein Agricultural Development Institute is well structured for the modern demands
in the small-stock industry. A modular approach was introduced during the period under review, whereby the curriculum
was presented in the form of short courses, each with its own accreditation value. The college received full unconditional
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accreditation as a tertiary institution during the Committee of Technikon Principals/Higher Education Qualifications Com-
mittee (CTP/HEQC) evaluation in October 2003.  

KEY OUTPUTS, INDICATORS AND TARGETS

agricultural information services

The directorate Agricultural Information Services provides communication support to the de-
partment, disseminates agricultural information through publications and electronic media and
manages campaigns and media events to increase awareness of agricultural issues.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the directorate are to advise, facilitate, co-ordinate and manage agricultural
information services, national public communication and campaigns in support of agricultural
development and to develop and manage internal communication. Furthermore, it advises,
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Directorate Output Indicators Target Status/comment

Agricultural Publications, radio The proportion of the 200 000 emerging 190 000 copies of
Information Services broadcasts and web targeted farmers whose farmers reached by various publications

based information productivity has March 2004 distributed; no radio 
improved as a result of programmes broadcast 
the information provided due to a lack of capa-

city; information on 
website updated
weekly

International A technical The proportion of 40 % of priorities Framework for 
Relations assistance identified priorities identified in the technical assistance 

programme for implemented programme developed. Bilateral
Africa successfully implemented by assistance with

March 2004 Angola, Democratic
Republic of Congo,
Algeria and 
Mozambique at 
different levels of  
implementation

Agricultural A bursary scheme The proportion of 100 learners selected 76 learners 
Education and for agriculture stakeholders who have from tertiary insti- awarded bursaries
Training adopted the tutions, agricultural high

implementation plan schools provided 
with bursaries by 
March 2004

Grootfontein Targeted farmer The proportion of At least 80 % of Curriculum 
Agricultural training students who are entrants are PDIs. transformed to 
Development programmes previoulsy disadvantaged At least 80 % of separate short 
Institute individuals (PDIs) and students completed courses – 66 % 

who completed the the training attendants were 
training PDIs. Student pass 

rate: Higher Certifi-
cate 81 %; National
Diploma 100 %



manages and renders agricultural information support services, implements government-wide communication policies

and programmes and renders management support services. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

Policy

Good progress was made with the formulation of the departmental communication strategy during the period under

review. The approved strategy was submitted to GCIS in July 2003.    

Client and public interaction

Exhibitions were staged in support of the Minister’s National Assembly budget vote, as well as the National Council of Prov-

inces budget vote in Parliament. Exhibitions were also presented at the National Maize Producers’ Organisation (NAMPO)

annual harvest festival in Bothaville in the Free State, the Royal Bafokeng show in Rustenburg, the Agri-Food Expo and the

Eduplant/Permaculture Exhibition, both in Midrand. Exhibitions were also presented at the Royal Agricultural Show in Pieter-

maritzburg and the Kwanalu Farmers’ Day in KwaZulu-Natal. The directorate also exhibited at the World Wetlands Day cel-

ebrations in the Eastern Cape. 

The department won a silver award for the exhibit at the Blue IQ Smart Industry Expo held at the Sandton Convention

Centre.

The directorate also participated in a career exhibition at the National Youth Day celebrations on 16 June 2003 in Witbank,

Mpumalanga.  

World Food Day coincided with the Imbizo Focus week in October 2003. Events were held in KwaZulu-Natal, North West,

Free State, Gauteng and Mpumamlanga Provinces. 

The annual Female Farmer of the Year Awards was coordinated on national and provincial level and included advertising

the event, profiling candidates and organising the national awards ceremony, held on 22 November 2003 in Polokwane.

Winners were announced in four categories, Top exporter, Top producer for national markets, Top producer for informal

markets and Top producer for households. The category, Top producer for households, was introduced in 2003 to involve

women who are producing food to ensure household food security.  

The government campaign “16 days of activism of no violence against women and children” was supported internally by

issuing white metal ribbons to all staff members, while the campaign was launched externally on 25 November 2003 in

KwaZulu-Natal at Ingwavuma, Makhathini and Jozini in the Umkhanyakude district. Regional offices of Agri SA and the

National Agricultural Farmers Union (NAFU) also co-operated. The campaign was also celebrated in the Western Cape in

collaboration with the Department of Land Affairs and the Land Claims Commission in the form of an Imbizo.   

World Aids Day was celebrated on 28 November 2003 by lighting Aids candles in sympathy with those living with HIV/Aids

and those who lost loved ones. Messages supported the 16 days of activism of no violence against women and children

and HIV/Aids and employees laid down coins, which were presented to a children’s home on Youth Day. Employees par-

ticipated in the march to the Union Buildings and the partnership campaign where the department’s HIV/Aids commit-

ment was presented.

The directorate assisted with the launch of the Special Programme for Food Security (SPFS) in Burgersfort in the Limpopo

Province. The launch preceded the FAO’s Africa regional conference held in Sandton, Johannesburg.   

Liaison with the media continued during the period under review and 34 media statements were released. News briefings

are held on an ad hoc basis to inform the media of important issues.   
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Programmes and projects

The Strategic plan for South African agriculture was published and distributed in 10 official languages. The Setswana ver-
sion was outsourced to the National Language Services for translation and will be published as soon as the translation has
been finalised.

Advertorials and advertisements were placed in key publications and mainstream print media to position the department
and to promote departmental projects and programmes. Advertisements were placed in the Sunday Times, Sowetan,
Farmers’ Weekly and Mail and Guardian to profile the Female Farmer of the Year competition. The Director-General took
part in an SABC TV Morning Live interview to discuss the significance of World Food Day. 

Products and services

Information was disseminated to the farming sector and to stakeholders involved in agriculture through various publica-
tions. Altogether 12 new info packs were published and 14 were updated/reprinted and published for use by extension
officers/animal health technicians for training of developing farmers. Many of these publications were translated and are
also available in other official languages. A total of 20 new information brochures and ad hoc publications were edited and
published as well as ten provincial newsletters. Two textbooks were published as part of the Farmer handbook series, Small-
scale poultry farming and Cultivation of subtropical crops.

A supportive editorial and publishing service was rendered to the Ministry, departmental clients and the provincial depart-

ments of agriculture. This included the design, layout and printing of posters, banners, programmes, invitations, cover pages,

policy documents, certificates, folders and business cards.

The Strategic plan for the Department of Agriculture 2004 was published on CD and tabled in Parliament. It was also pub-

lished in hard copy and distributed to stakeholders. 

In total 11 regular issues of the department’s monthly external newsletter, AgriNews, were printed and distributed to lead-

ers in organised agriculture, other government departments, Portfolio Committee members, the media, provinces and

parastatals. It featured articles on speeches by the Minister, departmental programmes and projects, activities within the

provinces and activities of partners. A special edition was published on the Female Farmer Competition. Five editions of the

internal newsletter, WezoLimo, were published.    

Information on the web page was regularly updated, including updates of crop estimates, monthly weather reports and

publications on agricultural statistical information. Speeches by the Minister and media releases were issued on the day of

delivery.  Publications produced by the department are available on the website, including the Plant Variety Journal and the

South African Variety List, which are published only on the web. New webpages were added for the Registrar of Co-oper-

atives, Directorate Education and Training and for the trade and development workshop held during the FAO’s Africa

regional conference in March 2004.  

No regular radio programmes were broadcast during the period under review, because of a lack of human resources.

The Information Centre rendered library and documentation services to internal and external clients and distributed publi-

cations worldwide. The Resource Centre sold approximately 6 800 publications and distributed more than 190 000 other

publications, including info packs and AgriNews.  

The electronic library catalogue was expanded by adding 997 new records. A total of 592 original bibliographic records were

added to the national Sabinet Online catalogue (SACat) and 247 to the international catalogue, WorldCat, making the stock

available for interlibrary lending purposes. Staff accessed SACat 7 606 times to find references for clients and dealt with 765

interlibrary lending transactions.  

The Documentation Centre categorised, indexed and submitted 834 references from South African agricultural publications

to the information system for the agricultural sciences and technology database of the FAO. The centre also compiled sub-
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ject profiles for clients to retrieve more than 3 000 references from the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux International

and the agricultural sciences and technology system databases. 

The directorate hosted the annual meeting of agricultural librarians in September 2003. The meeting was attended by librar-
ians from the national and provincial agricultural departments, the ARC and the Development Bank of Southern Africa.

education and training

The purpose of this directorate is to facilitate the supply of appropriate human skills to meet
the demands of the agricultural sector. The directorate derives its core mandate from the South
African agriculture sector plan, the Skills Development Levies Act, 1999 (Act No. 9 of 1999), the
national skills development strategy and human resources development strategy.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the directorate are to manage public service education and training, facilitate
and manage skills training in the agricultural sector, source and mobilise study opportunities
nationally and internationally and manage agriculture tertiary education.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Policy

During the period under review, the agricultural education and training strategy for agriculture and rural development was
approved. An internal bursary policy, as well as a draft policy on youth involvement in agriculture was presented to three
executive subcommittees for inputs.

Programmes and projects

The directorate introduced an experiential and internship programme, accepting 96 interns. From these 35 have secured
permanent positions in the public and private sector.

The directorate participated in several exhibitions such as the SABC and provincial career exhibitions where brochures and
bursary application forms were distributed.

Some 76 learners benefited from the departmental external bursary scheme for studies in Agricultural Engineering, Viti-
culture, Veterinary Science and Food Science and Technology. 

Regarding the transformation of the 12 colleges of agriculture, the directorate with the Department of Education finalised
the best option for future governance of these colleges. Further research on the implementation will be conducted during
2003/04.

Products and services

In promoting agriculture as a career of choice, the directorate published eight articles in the publication MiniMag on cru-
cial agricultural careers in the 21st  century.   

It also organised a workshop to establish a standard generating body on agriculture extension in terms of the South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act of 1995. The proposed extension model for South African agriculture was approved by
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the Intergovernmental Technical Committee for Agriculture (ITCA) and was officially handed over to the Directorate Scientific
Research and Development for implementation.

International 

During the period under review eight candidates from provincial departments of agriculture attended a vegetable cultiva-

tion course in Japan.

Organisational

About 700 employees attended numerous skills training programmes. A total of 52 employees completed the ABET train-

ing while 97 enrolled for the course.  

The number of internal bursary beneficiaries increased from 805 in 2002/03 to 1 056 in 2003/04. 

international relations  

The directorate acts as international strategy advisor and co-ordinates and manages the

Department of Agriculture’s engagement with the international environment.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the directorate are to facilitate the development of the international strategy,

co-ordinate the Africa multilateral engagement with NEPAD, the African Union, SADC and the

Southern African Customs Union (SACU) as well as the department’s bilateral engagements.

The directorate also processes and maintains international agreements and memberships,

reviews and assessments, represents South Africa’s agricultural interests abroad and facilitates

the department’s positioning in multilateral forums and negotiations.

Furthermore, it provides a protocol service to the executive and establishes and manages the

database of international outreach activities with foreign donors and agencies, including technical co-operation projects. It

also researches and disseminates information to guide and inform international strategy and engagements and serves as

a point of contact for international outreach. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

Policy 

Following the development of the international strategy and branch planning, the directorate devised a strategic plan for

the implementation of the international priorities and focus areas. The strategy determines the focus of South Africa’s inter-

national engagement and priorities on agriculture, representing the country’s agricultural interests through the develop-

ment and consolidation of bilateral relations, with special focus on Africa and South-South co-operation, in multilateral insti-

tutions through sourcing international assistance to contribute to the delivery of the department’s priority programmes.

The strategy focuses on trade and broader access to international markets for South African products, greater participation
in the development of appropriate technologies and setting of the global and continental research agenda and skills
exchange and development of appropriate technologies. Politically, the consolidation and establishment of relations at a
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high political level, which will establish the framework for co-operation in the agricultural sector is a high priority. People-to-
people contact and the promotion of stakeholder dialogue across borders through which informal but valuable exchange
of information and transfer of skills takes place, also receives priority attention.

Client and public interaction

The directorate is increasingly engaged in the strategic positioning of the department in international and multilateral
forums. A mechanism for higher-level consolidation of contact and information sharing with the diplomatic corps through
quarterly engagement with the diplomatic community will assist in confidence building. Greater support and direction is
being given to foreign agriculture while integrating them to a larger extent in the directorate’s planning.

Programmes and projects

AFRICA

Strengthening bilateral relations between African countries and promoting Intra-African solidarity is being pursued. 

SADC

The directorate is promoting closer bilateral co-operation and building solidarity with countries in Southern Africa in imple-
menting the goals of NEPAD and strengthening intra-African ties. This is a South African priority, supported by the African
footprints programme, aimed at consolidating relations with other African countries, particularly in SADC. 

Several bilateral interventions were facilitated. The implementation of the bilateral agricultural agreement with Mozambique
is ongoing. Joint co-operation projects with Mozambique have been finalised and funding options with development
agencies were explored. A joint investment conference led by the two Ministers of Agriculture was held to encourage bilat-
eral investment, particularly in the border areas. Several private sector and parastatal stakeholders participated and investi-
gated possible opportunities. The directorate also co-ordinated the South Africa-Mozambique Joint Bilateral Commission. 

A visit to Namibia aimed at establishing contact between these countries’ departments of agriculture, consolidating rela-
tionships for joint co-operation projects, are currently under discussion. A ministerial bilateral followed where several areas
of interest were discussed. The directorate also co-ordinated the South Africa-Namibia Joint Bilateral Economic Co-opera-
tion Commission, organised by the Department of Trade and Industry.

Several trade and technology sharing opportunities have also been facilitated. The directorate organised a joint programme
with the agriculture department in the Free State for the technical delegation from Botswana visiting South Africa to pur-
chase agricultural production inputs. It also organised a joint programme with the agriculture department in Limpopo for
the Malawi citrus fruit producers visiting South Africa.

As part of South Africa’s commitment to post-conflict resolution, much effort went into strengthening and formalising the
co-operation partnership with Angola. After several rounds of negotiations as well as a ministerial bilateral, an agricultural
bilateral cooperation agreement was signed. This establishes the framework in which joint co-operation and project imple-
mentation will take place, some of which has already begun. 

Also as part of the contribution to rebuilding the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the directorate co-ordinated the agri-
cultural follow-up to the presidential task team visit. Two high-level follow-up negotiations took place, focusing on institu-
tion-building and strategic planning for the new Ministry of Agriculture in that country. The rebuilding of systems and
establishing policy and legislation frameworks are priority areas of collaboration critical for the effective functioning of the
new Ministry. This work is ongoing and will be a priority in the next financial year.    

Regarding facilitation of SADC meetings at technical and ministerial level, the directorate has prepared and co-ordinated
the briefing for the delegation attending the Council of Ministers’ meeting in Angola and prepared the briefing for the
Minister for the Integrated Committee of Ministers meeting.  
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As the chair of South Africa’s subcommittee of Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources (FANR), the directorate attended
all interdepartmental co-ordinating committee meetings of the SADC at the Department of Foreign Affairs and assisted
with the Forum for Agricultural Research in Africa (FARA) meetings. 

NEPAD AND THE AFRICAN UNION

The directorate co-ordinated the department’s engagement and participation in NEPAD and African Union processes and
contributed to the development of NEPAD’s Comprehensive African Agricultural Development (CAADP) programme as well
as to the deliberations through the Interdepartmental Co-ordinating Committee of the Department of Foreign Affairs.  

Lobbying for a “common” Africa position in the WTO continued while the department participated in the Extraordinary
Summit of the African Union held in Tripoli, Libya, where water and agriculture as sources for sustainable development were
discussed.  

AFRICA BILATERAL

The co-ordination of bilateral relations with African countries to promote agricultural interests, skills sharing and informa-
tion exchange continued. These included preparations for the South Africa-Tunisia and South Africa-Uganda Joint Com-
missions as well as for the South African and Nigerian working group meeting on agriculture, water, forestry, fisheries and
the environment during the 5th Binational Commission. The progress on the implementation of the co-operation agree-
ment signed in 2001 was reviewed at this meeting. 

EUROPE AND THE AMERICAS

Relations to facilitate bilateral relations within Europe and the Americas to promote global competitiveness and co-opera-
tion in the agricultural sector are well established. Efforts are focused on maintaining, facilitating and increasing trade rela-
tions, technical assistance, mutually beneficial development co-operation, human resource development and technical
assistance.  

Following an agreement with Canada, collaboration with the Canadian Development Agency to facilitate training and tech-
nical assistance to beneficiaries of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development (LRAD) programme was initiated. 

Information sharing and a first study of the Canadian Food Safety Agency was also conducted as part of the efforts to
explore options for South Africa’s management of food safety. 

The directorate facilitated departmental participation in the South Africa-Russia Intergovernmental Committee on Trade and
Economic Co-operation visit to the Russian Federation. While progress is slow because of communication difficulties, there
are significant opportunities for technology, research and trade collaboration.

Collaboration with the Dutch government on a World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) partnership in the san-
itary and phytosanitary field continued with efforts focusing on negotiating an implementation document. The project on
emerging farmer support is still being implemented at provincial level and evaluation and financial reports were being
finalised.   

This financial year also saw the finalisation of the terms of reference of the Pesticides Initiative programme which will establish
a co-ordinating mechanism and funding for the South Africa-EU programme. The directorate led the negotiations with the
union to provide capacity building for South African exporters to the EU markets to adapt to changes in pesticide legislation.

The directorate also co-ordinated the department’s participation in the Brazil Bi-national Commission to strengthen bilat-
eral agricultural relations as well as the trilateral partnership between India, Brazil and South Africa. A high-level technical
visit has already taken place and will be reported on in the next period under review.  

Furthermore, the directorate facilitated a high-level technical visit to the USA, aimed at re-establishing contact with the agri-
culture and trade administration.
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South Africa’s view on new food and drug administration legislation was expressed while collaboration on the training of
South African sniffer dogs for airport controls, was discussed. 

Several overseas training opportunities have been advertised on national and provincial level while several development co-
operation projects with a number of countries in this region are also currently under consideration.         

ASIA, EAST ASIA, AUSTRALIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST

The directorate facilitated and promoted bilateral relations within Asia, East Asia, Australia and the Middle East to promote
global competitiveness and co-operation in the agricultural sector. These included the visit of the agricultural delegation
from Malaysia, led by their Secretary-General for Agriculture to investigate the development of South African horticultural
crops. Marketing models and each country’s experiences in this regard were, amongst others, discussed with the Malaysian
Marketing Authority.   

The government of Japan’s future involvement in Southern Africa has identified agriculture and defence as priority fields of
co-operation and for development assistance. Joint co-operation projects with the Japan International Co-operation
Agency are being implemented at provincial level. The bilateral co-operation is being reviewed while general guidelines were
submitted to the embassy regarding possible agriculture support with the Japanese Embassy submitting proposals for agri-
cultural co-operation which are currently under consideration. 

A bilateral co-operation agreement between South Africa and Indonesia has pursued and will be concluded in 2004/05.

Significant efforts have been focused on establishing a joint working group between South Africa and the Peoples Republic
of China as well as to resolve the critical outstanding issues of market access for citrus and the lifting of the Chinese ban
on South African meat products because of foot-and-mouth disease. 

Three ministerial and technical delegations were hosted in South Africa during the reporting period, all aimed at resolving
these outstanding issues. Visits to experience South Africa’s existing disease management and controls and exposure to
the citrus industry were organised. Progress to opening the Chinese markets for South African products is forthcoming with
several significant breakthroughs expected. 

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF AGRICULTURAL POSTS ABROAD 

The agricultural attaches continue to play a role in the representation of South Africa’s agricultural interests abroad. They
liaise on a wide range of issues, e.g. in Belgium where the focus is on trade facilitation within the EU, the implementation
and monitoring of the South Africa and EU trade and development co-operation agreement as well as legislation impact-
ing on South Africa‘s exports. The office is increasingly involved in the WTO’s negotiations with the South African delega-
tion and co-ordinates the South African agricultural sector’s interests in the EU.  

The office in Rome focused on information dissemination and multilateral representation of the department’s engagement
with the FAO and bilateral co-operation opportunities between Italy and South Africa. An official visit to Reggio Emillio to
study the co-operatives development model was also arranged and a joint co-operation reached.   

In China the focus was on a range of promotion and trade facilitation opportunities, not only in China but also in the Asian
region. The focus was mainly on the harmonisation of standards and regulatory requirements that would further facilitate
trade in the agricultural sector and open new markets.  

The USA attaché focused on trade facilitation, commodity industry engagement, the identification of opportunities in terms
of the African Growth Opportunity Act and the consolidation of relations and identification of opportunities with US
research agencies. A multilateral engagement with the UN and the Bretton Woods Institutions as well as the promotion of
bilateral opportunities for co-operation within the US, Canada, Latin America and Cuba also received attention.

The attaché is also increasingly involved with the WTO negotiations, represented the department in the African Growth
Opportunity Act review session in Mauritius and is currently engaged with Mexico on the Monterrey Bridge linkage and
the follow-up to the WSSD implementations.
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANISATION

A total of 24 vacant posts in the organisation were advertised and circulated in the department.  

MULTILATERAL ENGAGEMENTS

The directorate co-ordinates and facilitates the department’s participation and strategic positioning in multilateral process-
es and intergovernmental negotiations. These include agreements and international memberships, promoting NEPAD on
the multilateral agenda, strengthening the positioning of Africa multilateralism, negotiating fairer trade regimes and in-
creased market access and the hosting of the FAO’s Africa regional conference in 2004.

A highlight was South Africa’s successful hosting of the FAO’s 23rd Africa regional conference at the Sandton Convention
Centre in Johannesburg in March 2004. A significant pre-conference programme was arranged to promote intra-African
Trade, focusing on unlocking the obstacles and biotechnology for food security in Africa. Researchers, scientists and private
sector participants from the continent and beyond participated.  

A high-level roundtable on financing agriculture was also held, looking at implementation of the Heads of State Summit’s
commitment to increasing the agricultural share of national budgets to 10 % over five years. Ministers of agriculture on the
continent also attended to determine the priorities for the FAO’s work in Africa in support of the NEPAD implementations.
The framework and process for the analysis of international memberships was developed and is currently being implemented. 

The department hosted a meeting of the panel of the programme against African trypanosomiasis. The meeting clarified
the FAO’s constitutional agreement  regarding privileges and immunities to participants and staff with the South African
Department of Foreign Affairs in granting these privileges and immunities.

In total the directorate facilitated 20 invitations to attend various FAO meetings.

Intergovernmental

The directorate participated in cluster meetings, prepared briefing notes for the Director-General and Deputy Director-
General on matters of departmental concern, developed the action plan for the departmental implementation of the inter-
national relations, peace and security priorities in preparation of the Cabinet Lekgotla.

Furthermore, the directorate participated in the Independent Development Corporation led by the Department of Foreign
Affairs to represent agricultural sector interests. It also provided a briefing to the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee, prior to
the visit to Zimbabwe and Botswana to discuss communal land rights.

The directorate guided the Department of Health in preparing a project proposal on the occurrence of ochratoxins in agri-
cultural products, for funding by the FAO. It also convened a committee to recommend fund-
ing by the organisation for a technical co-operation programme on a strategic irrigation infor-
mation monitoring system.

grootfontein agricultural development institute

The Grootfontein Agricultural Development Institute promotes a vigorous and wealth-creating
agricultural sector in the extensive sheep and goat producing areas. To achieve this, the insti-
tute is divided into two directorates, the agricultural college and the agricultural research section. 

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the institute are to promote knowledge and skills in small-stock farming
among black people, women, the youth and farmers through formal and informal training and
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support to previously disadvantaged small-stock farmers to become absorbed into the mainstream of agriculture. Further-
more, the institute provides a knowledge base in support of a profitable and sustainable small-stock industry, evaluates
new technology for profitable and sustainable small-stock production and enhances sustainable natural resources manage-
ment and use in the small-stock producing areas.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Products and services

During the period under review 29 students received the Higher Certificate in Agriculture and 26 students the Diploma in

Agriculture. The current curriculum is well structured for the modern demands in the small-stock industry. A modular

approach was introduced whereby the curriculum is presented as separate short courses, each with its own accreditation

value. The college also received full, unconditional accreditation as a tertiary education institution during the CTP/HEQC

evaluation in October 2003.

The presentation of short courses gained momentum. In total, 32 courses were presented with 808 people attending, of

which 66 % was from previously disadvantaged groups.

Presentations were made at 52 information/farmers’ days, attended by approximately 2 900 farmers. Approximately 46 %

of all farmers attending farmers’ days was from previously disadvantaged groups.

The institute’s website was further developed and small stock-farmers and field workers can now access valuable and prac-

tical information for on-farm use from the “Farmer Support” section.  The website address is http://gadi.agric.za.

Programmes and projects

Good progress was made with a project to establish group-breeding schemes for woolled sheep in 16 different communi-

ties in the communal areas of the Eastern Cape. The project aims at empowering these communities to breed high-qual-

ity rams, also for neighbouring communities. The project forms part of a bigger woolled sheep improvement project of the

Eastern Cape Department of Agriculture and the National Wool Growers’ Association (NWGA).

A research project monitoring the impact of the NWGA woolled sheep improvement initiative was implemented. This is

done through progeny tests in four communities in the communal areas as well as four commercial farms. The project,

funded by the Eastern Cape Department of Agriculture and evaluated by the institute, annually provides approximately 

3 000 woolled sheep rams to communal farmers.

The projects to develop and evaluate adapted sheep and goat genotypes, new sheep and goat breeding procedures,

investigate reproductive failure in Angora goats and investigate problems of small-stock farmers are progressing well. The

problem of predators, plaguing sheep and

goat farmers, is being addressed by two

research projects. Excellent co-operation

and financial support were obtained from

the red meat, wool and mohair industries.

Several research projects were also under-

taken to enhance sustainable natural re-

sources management and use in the

small-stock producing areas. These are

determining the potential of extensive

rangelands, woody plant management,

veld improvement and irrigated pastures.
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